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Chapter 761 Sue’s Family Deets Part  

Sue pouted, feigning immense disappointment at Kamiko’s choice of literature, before turning her gaze 

on the other two. “Well? What about you both?” 

“For me personally not really? I mean, I was out doing stuff and didn’t care for romance,” answered Kat. 

[God. I don’t want to answer the question but she deserves the full answer...] 

“On the other hand,” said ‘Lily’ “I... I did. Not a lot, because it’s really hard to find good lesbian smut on 

our world. It’s not... super accepted? I mean it’s been getting better sure, but a lot of it isn’t great. So I 

mostly had to settle for straight stuff from the guys perspective if I really wanted something new... but 

that tended to make me uncomfortable during those sex scenes. Not what I wanted to read about. So I 

mostly just stick to romance without all that. I can deal with male main characters, just not if they’re 

sleeping with the female lead. Or a male lead. Or anyone at all really.” 

“I mean, it’s not like I read lesbian stuff so I suppose I can’t say you’re wrong to think that,” said Sue. 

“Still, I read plenty of smut from the guys perspective. I find it interesting sometime. Then again, I also 

like to imagine that it’s ME he’s railing on so maybe that’d count as another negative.” 

Sue let that hang in the air for a few minutes, before “Right back to our regularly schedule family drama. 

So, Mum. She’s an only kid and my Grandparents are obsessed with this wholesome image they like to 

have of themselves. Very prim and proper. Part of the ‘new wave’ of Succubi that didn’t need sex to feel 

good about themselves. Not that Lust tries to pretend otherwise, but some people still believe it’s just 

for sex even after such a long period of time. 

“Now they suddenly find out they have a slut for a daughter. Don’t pale over the word either, Mum was 

quite proud of her accomplishments when she was younger. She doesn’t like to brag so much now, but 

that’s exactly what she did in her younger years. It wasn’t just about sleeping around, it was about 

‘Miriam, Elizabeth and Laurence’s little girl’ who was sleeping with everyone in town that she could get 

her hands on. She’s straight but back then she would happily go for literally anyone that asked. That was 

the point really. 

..... 

“The way she talks about it now is with a bit of shame though. It’s one of the reasons I didn’t go 

completely nuts in my teen years. She says ‘the one thing I don’t regret is that I didn’t go around 

breaking hearts. Some people were sad yes, or thought ‘we’ had something special, but I made it very 

clear I was sleeping with anyone who asked, and I helped spread the rumours about it so nobody could 

say they didn’t know what they were getting into’. 

“Apparently the reason she regrets that sort of attitude is that she was pretty aggressive chasing people 

down for sex if she thought she had a chance. She also faked a lot of her reactions, especially with her 

female partners because she just wasn’t interested. Things only escalated with her parents during this 

time. 

“They wanted their proper girl back, but they also knew that a ‘proper’ family would support each other 

no matter what. They wanted to support Miriam as much as they hated what she was doing and they 



just didn’t know what to do at all. They tried subtly trying to get her to stop but it never really went past 

passive aggressive stuff. 

“That all stopped when one of the teachers, a lesbian, offered to sleep with Mum. Now, before you 

freak out no they didn’t sleep together. The teacher pretended to be very into bdsm, the dom role 

specifically. Not true, Mum is good friends with them now and she’s the biggest sub who ever lived in 

the bedroom. She was there to teach Mum a lesson though. 

“She set Mum up in restraints so she couldn’t leave. Then she started to escalate and Mum never once 

said no despite how uncomfortable she clearly was being the sub to a woman. Before anything too 

serious happened, though by ‘serious’ I just mean ‘requires healing’ or ‘actual sex’ because Mum was 

chained to a rack, spread eagle, had hot wax covering everywhere that wasn’t sensitive, blindfolded, and 

with rope around her neck just slightly limiting airflow. 

“Well the teacher took of the rope and then said, ‘Miriam, or Miri, whichever you actually prefer. I am 

beyond disappointed in you,’ and Mum shot back ‘Oh so just like a kinky version of my parents then?’ 

and the teacher responded with ‘No. I am disappointed because you clearly aren’t enjoying this. You are 

selling yourself to anyone and everyone not because you actually like what you’re doing, but because 

you want to spite your parents. You agreed to everything I asked, not because you wanted it, but 

because I ASKED and it was vaguely sexual.’ 

“Mum insists that’s the first time she felt shame for her actions. The teacher then went on to properly 

talk to Miri, while she was still tied up of course, and berated her for just sleeping with everyone. For 

getting lesbian girls hopes up. For faking orgasms with male partners who just wanted to learn how to 

please someone properly, for thinking it was actually acceptable to sleep with a teacher despite the 

school rules against it. 

“Mum tried to fight against that last one, but it turned out that the teacher had permission for that little 

lesson from the principle, Elizabeth, Laurence, and her wife. The only person not in on the whole thing 

was Mum. When she found out her parents knew her eyes nearly fell out of her head they were so wide. 

“That’s how my Mum started to patch up her relationship with my Grandparents. I’m... still not the most 

fond of them because it was clear they really hoped I wouldn’t turn out like their own daughter... but 

they’ve been through it once now, so they can be disapproving while making it clear they love me as 

well. They were actually really pleased with the fact I waited till I was older to get started. 

“I’ll never forget the day Grandma hugged me and said ‘I know I’ll never approve of what you’re doing. 

I’ll never be happy with your choice in life. But just like your mother before you, I love you, and I want 

you to be happy more than I want you to make ME happy’, and then handed me a very racy set of 

underwear. I must have stared at her for five minutes before believing it was real. She just gave me a pat 

on the head and said ‘A good girl deserves rewards’. 

“You know... a second revelation. Is my prudish Grandmother actually a dominatrix?” Kamiko couldn’t 

help it, she started to laugh. Kat and Lily though, narrowed their eyes. “Yeah, you laugh now Kamiko 

but... how did she know the teacher? How did the teacher get permission from my prudish 

Grandparents? The setup was explained to them. Clearly. So why where the prudes so ok with my Mum 

basically confessing her sins in a bdsm dungeon? Maybe I need to ask a few questions next time I visit 

my Grandparents,” 



Kamiko’s eye bogged out. And Sue nodded, “Yes that’s the face me Mum made. Exactly those eyes. The 

‘wait what the fuck is going on here’ look,” 

“So what about your Dad’s side of the family?” asked Kat. 

“Eh, Dad didn’t go as nuts as Mum did, but like my Grandparents, they bonded over their own shitty 

parentage. Once Mum calmed down a bit and wasn’t trying to go after everything that moved to spite 

her family she started looking for one guy that could fulfill all her needs. She dated a couple people 

before she met my father though. Apparently, sex all the time sounds great to most people, but they 

just can’t keep up with it. My Mum has an insane libido, possibly naturally, possible because of her 

actions as a teen, and as such she wants to be railed all hours of the day more or less. For the first few 

guys it was too much sex, something she didn’t think anyone would ever say. 

“After that she was more specific with what she meant, and went through a few more people before she 

met my father. He was the second person to last longer than six months, and the one she married. 

Apparently, what sold her was when he changed his diet completely to improve the taste,” finished Sue 

with a salacious smile. 

[My natural reaction to that is, ‘ew gross’ but my intellectual reaction is ‘how much of a difference’ and 

I’m not sure if I really want to know or not. I am at war with myself Kat.] 

Kat rolled her eyes, and just asked the question, “Lily wants to know how much of a difference it made 

to the taste,” because there was no way her girlfriend would ever actually give up a chance to learn 

more things. 

“You know what Lily?” said Sue slowly, “I’ve never asked, and now... now I want to know too.” 

Chapter 762 Boys?! 

“What about your Dad’s side of the family?” asked Kat to try and clear away the mental suggestions that 

came with their previous questions. The fact Sue was interested in the answer as well was a good 

indication this was for the best. 

“Eh, I don’t know nearly as much about them,” said Sue with a shrug, “I know he met Mum because his 

family was also super restrictive but unlike Mum, he never made up with them properly. He did make 

the attempt apparently. It was before they got married. Mum explained how she mended the rift 

between her and her parents, so he tried to talk it out with them... didn’t work. They were much less 

accepting of his choices, and even though he was getting married they didn’t even accept an invitation 

to their own son’s wedding. 

“So that sorta killed the rest of my interest in Dad’s side of the family. I mean, my Grandparents are 

prudes, and I don’t get along with them but they’re still family. Dad’s parents aren’t family. They’ve 

wanted nothing to do with him for centuries and even trying to extend an honest olive branch 

amounted to nothing. What about you though Kamiko? We know Kat’s an orphan, but you’ve got plenty 

of family,” 

“Yes, but that’s exactly the problem” said Kamiko, who had at some point grabbed the next jelly cake. 

Sue had to blink a couple times to be sure it was in Kamiko’s hands. She hadn’t seen the shorter demon 



move at all for it. “We only really meet up once every ten years for the big family gathering and there 

are just so many of us. I don’t even remember all of my cousins’ names let alone what they’re like. 

“We don’t have some big tumultuous family history to use as a guide to remembering their names and 

personalities. Heck, I can’t even tell you the exact number of cousins I have. It gets even worse because 

my Grandparents also have a harem and they all ask to be called ‘Granny’ or ‘Grandpa’ whatever their 

name is. I don’t even know which of them are my actual Grandparents and it’s too awkward to ask. So... 

they kinda just blend together?” 

Sue pouted, “Fine. I guess you got the opposite problem to me. Too much family to know what to do 

with instead of too little family that wants nothin’ to do with you. Fine fine. But, you keep squirreling 

around personal questions so I got one for you. What turns you on? What starts your engine running? 

When you’re browsing, what do you find to be the tastiest looking on the menu?” 

Kamiko blushed but nodded slightly, “I’ll agree but only if everyone else does as well!” 

..... 

Sue gave a raised eyebrow at that, “Ah yes, the lesbian and the asexual can really contribute to the 

‘hottest boys’ conversation,” 

Kamiko’s blush started to deepen as she stammered out, “Th-th-that’s not what I meant. I... I mean... L-

Lily can talk about women and K-kat well... um... errr... she can... hmm...” 

“But Lily already gave her story. She has a thing for redheads with good legs. Maybe a bit sporty as well. 

We’ve both heard Lily’s heartfelt story, and have a living example of at least half of her fetishes 

probably,” said Sue gesturing at Kat. 

Kat wasn’t quite sure how to react to that, Lily was nodding along though as if that all made perfect 

sense somehow. *You could talk about outfits you find my sexy in if you want to contribute?* 

[I mean, sure if they bring it up first but they’re right otherwise. You’re basically perfect appearance 

wise. You’ve got nice boobs that aren’t too large for my hands, the best legs, red hair, which I admit is 

maybe a larger fetish of mine than I give it credit for but more importantly you have very nice soft hair. 

Your ass is nice as well, but I feel like that’s more like dressing for the rest of your legs so it’s whatever. I 

think it’d be cute if you had dimples when you smile, but you’re not really ‘cute’ in that way. You’re 

basically sex appeal tailored rather specifically for me and I feel like dimples would drop the sexy factor 

a tad even if I like them,] 

*Well you have cute dimples so I guess it’s fine.*  

[Wait what?] 

Kat didn’t respond. 

[Wait what?!] Kat’s amusement just bounced down the link as Lily tried to remember if she’d noticed 

herself with dimples or not. Truth be told, it wasn’t really something she paid attention to at all. The 

chance of Kat being correct was quite high and now she was finding it odd she’d never noticed. 

Kamiko’s blush hadn’t gone down at all, and she was pouting now as she stammered out, “F-fine then 

you can go first,” 



Sue grinned, “No take backsies!” Kamiko would have paled at the tone if she wasn’t already beat red. As 

it was, a slight bit of the light in her eyes dulled as she realised mistakes had been made. 

“The first thing,” said Sue, “Is that they have to have a dick. No offence to the pussy,” Lily hissed at the 

joke without any real malice behind the action, “but I’m not a carpet muncher. I like meat in my dishes 

and that’s where I start looking. I’ve actually been with a few really feminine guys and two shapeshifters 

that preferred to be female. Well, I’ve had sex with a few lesbians as well. It’s not like I wasn’t going to 

test just how straight I am,” Lily rolled her eyes, and Kat barely held herself back from doing the same, 

“but I just don’t enjoy it without something nice and warm to fill me. 

“Then again. I guess we weren’t talking about sex but boyfriend material. Or at least I’m sure you will 

Kami. As I said before, I guess I want to go for the adventurous ones first. I don’t want them to 

necessarily be into weird shit, because a lot of people into that kind of stuff are ONLY interested in that 

stuff, and they’re just as bad as a dude who’s straight vanilla. I want them to have so many fetishes they 

might as well like everything, or enjoy exploration just as much as I do. In the bedroom as well,” 

Sue gave a wink before continuing. “Other than that... I don’t like muscles all that much. They are HARD 

and not as fun as you think. When you’ve got demons able to get strength and keep themselves nice and 

squishy there’s just no point. I’m not one of those girls who likes tracing their fingers down a stud’s 

chest. I want them to have at least a little bit of squish. Same goes for those stick thin lanky guys. 

Shadows don’t count. Fucked one once and it’s... weird. A good weird actually. They sort of...” 

Sue took a glance at her audience and sighed, “Right, sorry. Wrong audience. I guess what I’m trying to 

say is that Golems and the like are out. I want to be able to comfortably lay on my paramour and sleep 

there. I’d also probably want someone who either doesn’t mind sleeping around, or enjoys sleeping 

around as well. As cool as my parent’s marriage is, Mum and I have different priorities. She thinks an 

hour spent not having sex is an hour wasted but I like adventurous sex and even the most interesting 

man in the world can’t keep me occupied forever. 

“Might need to find myself a bisexual guy. That could certainly be fun. They’d probably be more 

interested in trying new things. Hmm... what else... species? Maybe shadows? They can do some cool 

stuff but they don’t exactly make my panties wet with just a look. Succubi are a bit bland. There are 

enough similar looking races around that they don’t have any special appeal. Same with like, vampires 

and the like. Hmmm... not that interested in Fiends either. Size difference isn’t really my fetish. I mean, 

it was a fun experiment but honestly rather painful at the end of it all. Worth it, but certainly not repeat 

customer material. 

“Oh, oh. And I know I said I liked things to be a bit soft but I’m not really in to fat guys. It’s not that hard 

to keep yourself in shape,” said the Succubus nearly incapable of getting fat, “so I can’t help but think of 

them as lazy. Also, not a big fan of fur... it just gets everywhere doesn’t ever taste nice, and is so much 

effort to clean. 

“I’ll probably just want to find myself a shapeshifter really. I can’t really think of anything that’s so 

attractive I’d ever want to give up the versatility a power like that offers. A bit shallow perhaps, and I 

certainly have other things I’d look out for, maybe in a base form, but if they can shapeshift they can 

look however they want. 

Chapter 763 Boys?!?! 



“So there you go I guess. I’m actually super boring because I’m not afraid to just say I want a 

shapeshifter, and not one of those minor shapeshifters that can mess with their appearance a bit, but 

the ones who could go full tentacle monster if they wanted to,” finished Sue. 

“I regret asking,” said Kamiko, face no less red than when she’d started. 

“Well, as I said. No tackbacksies!” said Sue, 

“Don’t... don’t you have like... clothing styles or hair styles or something?” asked Kamiko hoping to 

prolong the moment she was forced to answer Sue’s questions. 

“Eh, I don’t really care for hair at all. Might be a bit weird in that but I don’t find bald people any less or 

more attractive than someone with hair down to their ass. It’s just hair really. Hmm... maybe that’s 

another reason I don’t care for fur...” mumbled Sue before snapping her eyes back to Kamiko. “Now. No 

more escaping! CONFESS!” 

Kamiko looked over to Kat for help only to be a met with a ‘you started this’ look. Finding no help there 

she looked to Lily, but the little Memphis’ eyes were burning with curiosity. She didn’t have any clue 

what a demon might find attractive and didn’t pay that much attention when the other girls were talking 

about boys at school. Mostly because it happened in locker rooms if it meant she was close enough to 

hear and she had... other interests than what they were saying. 

“F-fine...” stammered Kamiko. “I... I guess I sort of agree with Sue in that muscles don’t do much for me. 

I mean, yeah. I’ve seen too many of my cousins without shirts and because we’re a family of Succubi 

they all have at least a bit of muscle. I agree as well that I don’t care for fat people. While unlike Sue I 

understand it can be more complicated than that... 

..... 

“I grew up with a doctor for a mother and I know way too much about what that means and the 

potential side effects if it isn’t a default for their race. So, it just sort of grosses me out now because I 

can’t help but think on the medical issues. I... hmm... I don’t think I’d really like a shapeshifter. I mean, it 

sounds nice in theory, or for people like Sue but I... 

“I want to KNOW what my husband looks like. I want to be able to picture their face in an instant. I don’t 

want there to ever be any confusion. I want to know each and every detail on their body so that I could 

trace it from memory. The idea of having a shapeshifter as a husband... is actually kind of a turn off for 

me. If... and this is a big IF. If they only really stuck to one form when we were together or they got it 

after we’d already started dating I could probably deal but like... any shapeshifting when we were... you 

know... I’d... I think I’d just feel really awkward,” 

“It seems like somebody likes the taste of vanilla, not adventurous enough for you?” asked Sue, only to 

see Kamiko cough and look away. Sue’s eyes narrowed the way a sharks would when it smelled blood in 

the water. “No? Vanilla isn’t right... what sort of strange things do you like Kamiko?” 

“N-” Kamiko chocked on the words, and swapped to “I-It’s not that strange?” 

Even Kat could hear the question mark at the end of Kamiko’s sentence. “Oh hoho?” said Sue once 

again, puffing up and grinning, “Not that strange you say. Well, please share it Kamiko, oh I can’t wait! It 



can’t be that weird, but then again... you’re afraid of telling me, someone who is more than ok with 

diving into a mass of tentacles and just letting go. Are you saying it’s strange than that?” 

“NO!” shouted Kamiko, going so far as to put her jelly down to hide her face with a pillow. 

“Well, I mean, if you aren’t going to talk about it I can only start to think of weirder and weirder things 

Kamiko. Come on, share. We’re all girls here. Even if we can’t all appreciate a good slab of meat, we will 

at least not judge you for your taste. Unless it’s zombies. That’s kinda rotten...” offered Sue. 

Kamiko gagged, “GROSS. Ew... yuck. Why? Why would you put that imagine in my head Sue!” 

“Is it necrophilia if the corpse is still walking around?” asked Sue to ‘nobody’ “What about vampires? 

They have blood in their bodies. It just isn’t their blood. Do they count? What about ghosts? They don’t 

have bodies anymore but they tend to be dead... hmm. What if a ghost is possessing someone who’s 

alive? Is it necrophilia because the ghost is dead or just normal sex because the body is alive?” 

“STOP OK FINE!” shouted Kamiko. “It’s Lamia and Medusa. I have a thing for smooth scales. Are you 

HAPPY NOW?” 

“Yes inordinately!” said Sue looking like the cat that got the cream, or perhaps the jelly in this case. “Still 

though, that isn’t much. What about them do you like?” 

“I um... well... I mean... I wouldn’t like go for a sentient snake that’s too far but like... it’s the contrast, I 

guess? Also, the idea of getting wrapped up by a big snake tail, or... or I’ve seen a medusa stretch their 

snakes to wrapped someone up completely and I think I even prefer that. They get to have a proper 

body but with nice snake hair that I can spend time petting. Sometimes their snakes are so adorable, 

and the person they are on can be sexy as well. I like the contrast,” 

“Wow. You sub,” said Sue with a grin. “What about Arachne? That do anything for you?” 

Kamiko shook her head rapidly, “No I don’t really like bugs. I’m not like... scared of them really but they 

are kinda gross. I can’t imagine an Arachne would make my feelings change much on the matter.” 

“Still, Lamia and Medusa huh. That’s not even that bad. Pretty common in fact, from what I know. So I’m 

not really all that sure why you were so worried. I mean, Kat’s girlfriend is a cat,” said Sue.  

“It’s not like she’s attracted to that form of Lily’s. I mean, it’s the same for her normal one as well so 

maybe that helps? I... well I wouldn’t mind dragonkin myself. I don’t care too much for their dragon 

forms, but a lot of them have humanoid ones with a few tasteful placements of scales to help protect 

organs and look nice. Sometimes they even have tails. Lizardkin... not really my thing. They either go too 

far, or just have a tail. They also seem kinda shifty to me...” 

“They do seem that way yes,” said Sue nodding sagely. Kat and Lily shared a glance, not really 

comprehending the difference between a lizardkin and a dragonkin in human form. Perhaps it was just 

one of those things you know about. 

After a few seconds of silence where it was clear Kamiko wasn’t going to offer any further answers so 

Sue prompted with, “So... clothes. You asked me about them, and I mostly just want less of them in 

general. What about you though?” 



“Um... well... I’m a big fan of swimsuits... but not lingerie? I mean... maybe it’d be different if I had 

boyfriend but I just can’t see a man looking good in them, but a nice pair of swim trunks, body on 

display? I can get behind that, specially if they’re skin tight. You know the ones?” offered Kamiko. 

Sue nodded, “Oh yup, that weird material they use for swim gear? Yup, nice and stretchy and definitely 

skin tight. You like the bulge in the front?” 

Kamiko shrugs, “I mean, not especially? Doesn’t really tell you all that much. I like more of the framing 

on the legs and ass. Specially the ass,” 

[My disappointment is immeasurable.] 

*Look just because nobody else here has a thing for legs doesn’t mean you should be disappointed with 

them.* 

[I know, but unlike you. I can lie about it. Men’s legs hold 0 appeal anyway so it’s not like I can even 

think of a reason someone else would like them.] 

*Yeah. I guess quips are a lot more fun when you can make them and have people other than me here. 

It’d be a bit weird to share...* 

[Yeah] 

*Yeah* 

“Anything involving a bit more material you like?” asked Sue, “I know I said I wasn’t really all that 

interested by I can appreciate a good set of military attire. It’s something I really don’t see around the 

Hub because we have Wrath for a military but it’s a good style. Gives me the good warm and fuzzies 

down below thinking about how hard they could pound me,” 

“I mean... my sister has taught me enough about fashion that the fancier stuff I sort of just go into 

critique mode. I don’t even LIKE critiquing clothes or know anything about them to judge, but I feel like I 

should because of her. Only really triggers with male clothes though. I’m lucky I don’t judge myself and 

my other sisters too harshly, and Mum likes to wear a lab coat a lot of the time so she’s whatever...” 

“Nothing?” asked Sue. 

“Well... a nice casual naagi, that is the base for a kimono, sort of like what Kat’s wearing is pretty nice. 

You know, let it stay open a bit more than might be called appropriate and have a leg or two out... as 

long as it doesn’t get too fancy I can appreciate it,” said Kamiko with a slight yawn at the end. 

Chapter 764 Heading to Bed  

That yawn was apparently the signal to start winding things down. Kamiko finished off the jelly she’d 

already claimed before sticking it on the cart, Sue tried one of the small cups quickly, and Kat got to 

work making herself a pillow fort with blankets helping the structural support. “You know,” said Sue 

between bites, “this is good jelly. Like, it’s still jelly and I’m not sure I’d rate it in like my top ten for foods 

or whatever but it is definitely the best jelly I’ve ever had so I can see why your family likes it.” 

Kamiko felt her eye twitch and a slight bit of anger rise up at Sue’s dismissal attitude but she pushed it 

down. Sue was correct after all. Even if it was a bit of an issue her family had, that was no reason to lash 



out. It’d certainly confirm for everyone that things were weird. Not that it wasn’t obvious already. “I 

think that’s a shame if you cannot truly appreciate the majesty that is jelly. Still, being able to recognise 

that we choose one of the best as our default is a good consolation prize.” 

Sue slid the empty cup onto the cart and Kamiko quickly dropped it outside. “How much is it by the 

way?” asked Sue. “On the one had it’s a specialty thing, but on the other... you guys quite clearly by a lot 

of it...” 

“We get a family discount actually,” said Kamiko. “I’m not quite sure if that’s because someone from my 

extended family makes all the jelly for us, or works with the team that does. Not quite sure how much 

we by as a group, just my parents and sisters. So that, or perhaps someone in my family came up with 

the recipe? So we pretty much get it at cost, labour included.” 

“I’m not sure if that makes it better because you aren’t overpaying for what is clearly a major vice or 

worse because you’ve been doing this so long you have a family discount making it easier to indulge...” 

said Sue sagely. 

“Sue. Your vice is getting fucked in the weirdest way possible. I don’t want to hear from you that I have a 

problem with jelly,” said Kamiko. 

Sue’s eyes flew wide open at Kamiko’s response. “Oh my, little Kami is breaking out some dirty 

language. I’ve never been so proud,” said Sue wiping away some fake tears. 

..... 

Kamiko pouted, “Sorry, I’m tired. It just sort of slipped out...” 

“Well, as long as you’re still awake enough to notice anything going in we should be good,” said Sue with 

a cheeky smile. 

“Sue. I did not need that kind of joke when we’re about to sleep in the same bed,” said Kamiko as she 

closed the door behind her and flopped down on that very bed in question. 

Sue waved Kamiko off as she flopped down on the bed next to her. “It’ll be fine Kami, you know I don’t 

swing that way. Besides, the lesbian couple are taking up residence on the floor. You won’t have to 

worry about your chastity at all,” 

“First off,” said Kamiko as she sat up, “I’m not super worried, but considering you admitted just a bit 

earlier that you’ve slept with women before, I’m not really sure it matters how straight you are. Second 

off,” Kamiko shuffled to the side of the bed, “What the heck are you doing on the floor Kat?!” 

Kat looked up from her spot surrounded by pillows, Lily comfortably nestled into her neck. “Um... well 

currently I’m relaxing.” 

“Yes I can see that Kat,” said Kamiko with a bit of bite to her words. “But I want to know why you’re 

sleeping on the floor when we have a perfectly good bed. We’re not exactly large, all of us can sleep on 

it just fine Kat. The bed will manage our wings as well, but mine are small enough it probably wouldn’t 

matter anyway,” 

“Counterpoint,” offered Kat, “I’m choosing to sleep here. It won’t be the first time I sleep on the floor,” 

*because apparently 13 is considered adult enough for a young kid to ‘not be in the room alone’ but 



other seven year olds aren’t.* “and this time I have plenty of pillows as well. If I wanted the bed, I’d have 

said something,” 

“Sue back me up here,” said Kamiko 

“Look, as much as I find this new feistier Kamiko fascinating, Kat’s right. If she wants to sleep on the 

floor, I say we let her. That way she can snuggle with her girlfriend without us interfering. Plus, she does 

have a lot of pillows,” 

Kat’s pillow fort was a lot more like a pillow cocoon at this point. She had a layer of pillows surrounded 

the length of her body, with a build-up of pillows around where her head was. Her horns were poking 

into one, but luckily they were designed with demons in mind so it was just phased inside and no 

damage was being done. All in all, it looked very snug, and Sue couldn’t see anything wrong with it. 

“Wait... Kamiko...” 

Sue took a second look at her friend. She was tired yes, but some other things were standing out now 

she was looking. Kamiko’s face was still flushed even now that she was no longer embarrassed. She was 

swaying slightly as she looked over the edge, her pupils looked normal but that might just be because 

she had non-standard eyes anyway. “Kamiko are you drunk?” asked Sue. 

Kamiko rolled her head around to face Sue. “No? Why would I be drunk? I haven’t had anything to drink 

you know?” 

This answer, despite being ‘the truth’ did not persuade Sue in the slightest. She glanced out at the 

doorway and then back to Kamiko. “Ok, while that is a factual statement, I’d like you to reconsider 

something. Firstly, is it possible that you are drunk on jelly. You and your family have a strange 

relationship with it and I don’t want to rule that out by itself. Secondly, consider the chance that your 

dad gave you jelly with alcohol in it and you’re either a lightweight, it was strong, or your dad thought 

there was a chance we’d eat some of it as well.” 

Kamiko seemed to think on that. The fact it was taking her active thought to think on that was also 

setting off some alarm bells. Letting out a slight giggle, Kamiko said, “Yup. That sounds like dad. Probably 

thought he was being helpful,” 

“Right. Ok. Hmm... let me just.. Kat can you...?” Sue started only to look over at how comfortable Kat 

looked and decide against it. Hopping up herself Sue grabbed one of the blankets nearby and proceeded 

to wrap Kamiko up with it before setting her carefully down on her pillow and pulling up the rest of the 

blankets. “Right. Looks good,” 

“weeeee, hehehehe” Kamiko was getting more and more out of it by the moment. 

“Um... why did you wrap her up?” asked Kat. 

“Because I have learnt from my mistakes. Drunk demons aren’t quite as good at avoiding damage to 

their bed partners. As Succubi, we are naturally quite aware of our horns even while asleep because 

otherwise we’d be a bit too deadly even when we didn’t want to be. Doesn’t work so well when we’re 

drunk. I don’t want to wake up to being stabbed with one of her horns.” 

“Right... is there anything else we should keep in mind? Like will she be ok?” asked Kat with some 

concern. 



“Probably?” said Sue looking Kamiko over again. “I mean, we figured out how to make alcohol without 

as many side effects as what you can find on most worlds. It’s just a question of if Kami’s father used it 

or not. See... it’s a little more expensive, basically nothing, but some people think it doesn’t give you the 

‘true drinking experience’ if you aren’t at least a bit hungover in the morning, so we do still sell alcohol 

with side effects and I don’t know what kind of person her father is.” 

“Well, it was put into jelly. What is more likely?” pressed Kat. 

“I really don’t know, remember, family discount. I wouldn’t be too worried because I didn’t even taste 

the alcohol when I had one, and Kami really only started to slip once she got tired. My guess is that 

there was only a little bit and Kami’s a lightweight but they could have just hid it well with all the sugar 

that... that isn’t in those. Hmm... not sure how that effects things. 

“Lovely,” said Kat. “Would it have worked on me?” 

Sue shrugged, and Kamiko giggled rolling to the side and already nodding off. “It depends really. I said 

we made alcohol without side effects, which is true, but what I meant was we made it safe for everyone 

else as well. Demons don’t really have issues with alcohol because our stomachs just burn it like 

anything else. The problem is, the ones WITH side effects are made to be that way, demons included. So 

depending on how they force the side effects on you, your regen may or may not counter it. Then 

again... if it’s a perception filter your eyes might counter that as well. Chances are you ain’t getting 

drunk.” 

“Good to know,” said Kat as she rolled over and started to get comfortable. “Goodnight Sue.” *Night 

Lily.* 

“Goodnight you two,” said Sue. 

Lily of course, was already asleep, but purred slightly in response to the attention. 

Chapter 765 Breakfast in Bed-room 

Kat was the first awake in the morning. Technically, that was a lie as Lily had woken for around an hour 

at 3am before going back to sleep at 4, but Kat was the one to wake and see the breakfast table and 

three chairs laid out in Kamiko’s room. The pillows and blankets not part of Kat’s ‘fort’ had been pushed 

to the side of the room to make way for the table. Kat wasn’t sure when or how it came into the room 

though, it was too big for the door. 

On top of it was a plate of jelly, two plates stacked high with pancakes, all covered in what was looked to 

be glass. It wasn’t, the material was simply too clear. There were no imperfections at all and only the 

edges of the structure provided any hint there was something there at all. Other than the food for the 

demons, there was also a bowl filled with some kind of purple meat also covered by the not-glass. 

It was a very shiny cat bowl, and Kat wasn’t sure how to feel about its existence. Chances were, Nira 

knew what to food Lily and this would be good for her. It was also a pet bowl. The fact that Kat could 

make out the fingerprints pressed into the mostly smooth surface complicated the matter further, as it 

seemed that someone had managed to shape the bowl with their hands. Likely recently. Despite the 

potentially deeming way of serving the food, it was clear it took a good amount of care and special 

attention just for Lily. 



Kat decided to be flattered on Lily’s behalf until she was told otherwise. Taking a look away from the 

table, Kat saw Sue and Kamiko and wondered if Sue’s efforts to not be impaled really meant anything at 

all. Kamiko was still wrapped up, but Sue had wrapped herself around Kamiko, pushing the smaller 

demons face straight into her chest. Kamiko’s horns were awkwardly close to Sue’s throat. Only the fact 

Kamiko had been pushed over slightly meant they were sitting just above Sue’s skin but there wasn’t 

much of it. 

*What is the etiquette here? Sue said Succubi know fairly well what their horns are doing but does Sue 

know how close she is to being impaled in her sleep? Wait. That was lewd. Clearly Sue is rubbing off on 

me more than I thought. Wait! Nope. Never mind. Not thinking about it. Back to the real issue at hand. 

Currently Sue isn’t in any real danger. It looks scary but demon skin is tougher than a human’s. Not sure 

if Kamiko could break Sue’s skin without a bit of effort. Effort I’m not sure she can actually put forth 

while sleeping, or wrapped up as she is. I’m also not sure how early they like to get up. I don’t mind 

waking someone up a bit early to avoid a dangerous situation, but if it’s still a few hours... especially 

when jolting them awake could risk a problem I think I’ll wait a bit first.*  

Kat started meditating to pass the time. Instead of her normal practice she tried moving her internal 

energy in something other than a circle around her body. She spent some time messing around with it 

but found her energy really did not like doing anything other than what it chose to do automatically. It 

seemed that unlike human mages, a demon’s demonic energy moved through the best route it could 

find and attempts to alter that were not met favourably. 

..... 

When she opened her eyes next, it was to a very red Kamiko very unsure of what to do. She was forced 

to look over at Kat because of her position and her eyes were screaming ‘I don’t know what to do’, but 

truthfully Kat didn’t really have an answer on hand for this situation either. Kamiko’s face was being 

smooshed by Sue, and while it may or may not have been comfortable, it certainly wasn’t what Kamiko 

expected to wake up to. 

Seeing Kat was no help, she tried to wiggle out of Sue’s hold without waking the other demon, but that 

didn’t work if the yawning coming from behind her was any indication. Sue unwrapped herself from 

Kamiko rolling over and sitting up before taking a glance around. Sue looked completely alert less than a 

second after waking and Kat was a little impressed at that. She’d cultivated the skill, Sue seemed to 

come about it naturally. 

“Well hello my darlings. Seems I’m the last one up... no wait,” Sue craned her neck over Kamiko’s 

blanketed form, “think Lily’s still out of it. So second last one to wake. I see we were even provided food. 

Man Kami, your parents are great hosts. I mean, my parents are nice enough to guests but not ‘leave 

breakfast in bed for whenever the kids wake up’ nice. Wanna trade?” 

Kamiko just scowled a bit before asking to be freed. Something Sue debated over, even going so far ask 

to ask Kat if it was possible to just move Kamiko to the table as she was. In the end though, Kamiko was 

free, Lily managed to wake, and everyone was eating breakfast. Due to some magic, either from the 

table or the plates, everything was still a nice temperature and Lily had nothing but positive things to say 

about the meat... whatever it was. 



That was actually something Kat struggled to pass as it happened in the moment. Lily’s part of the 

mental link practically exploded with sensation when she took a bite of it. Lily tried explaining things to 

Kat but it was such a mess the demon only got bits and pieces. 

What Kat could puzzle out was that whatever the meat was, it screamed at all Lily’s newfound instincts. 

Taste, smell texture. Her instincts all indicated she MUST eat it and enjoy the process. It was actually a 

little overwhelming for Kat. She’d tried a small bite of the pancakes but with Lily’s sensory overload Kat 

herself found she was actually incapable of tasting anything. So she let Lily get it all out of her system. 

[Sorry about that. I... I don’t really know what that was. I’d say it was my one and only prey item if I 

didn’t know Memphis were genetically engineered. I suppose the food could be as well but I doubt it. 

The meat was unlike anything I’ve tasted before, human or Memphis and while I’m not certain... I 

wouldn’t recommend letting me near whatever that was often.] 

*Why is that?* 

[Few reasons really. The first is that while I don’t think Nira would give me something addictive, 

especially not in a meaningful dose, that doesn’t mean it isn’t addictive in the long term. Even if it’s not 

though... or not inherently at least. The taste is... it is so far past what I’ve eaten on Earth that I’m not 

totally sure it would need to be addictive. If I ate something like that too long I’m not sure I could 

stomach normal food afterwards.] 

[That’s not even touching on the issue of hopefully never finding this thing while it’s alive. I... I don’t like 

to think I’d be so behold to my instincts but honestly... if I knew whatever this was, wasn’t in any way 

capable of higher thought I’m not sure I could stop myself from killing it and feasting on the remains. 

The intellectual and emotional parts of me both really want to know what it is for different reasons but I 

don’t think you should tell me if you ever find out.] 

*Well I can confirm that taste may be an issue. Just give me a second.* Kat tried her pancake again and 

found it acceptable. Not amazing, but acceptable. She didn’t use any of the provided condiments 

though. Kamiko was eating what was basically a jelly sandwich of pancakes and jelly, while Sue had put 

so much honey or maple syrup or whatever sugary substance it actually was a mixture of on her stack of 

pancakes it was basically drowning. So while not amazing, it probably wasn’t anything to do with what 

just happened lowering the quality of the taste. 

*Ok so everything seems to be back in place now but while you were eating whatever that was I 

couldn’t taste anything. Like nothing at all. So you might be right that it could have long term 

consequences.* 

[Ok now magic meat for me thanks. Or at least, not too much. Actually... could that be it? The mana in 

whatever this was activating my tastebuds in unique ways? That... hmm... something to look into 

maybe. Callisto is an excellent chef but she cannot use mana. I could see that, or demonic energy being 

the cause.] 

*Guess we could ask?* 

“Hey guys, do you know if higher energy improves cooking at all?” asked Kat. 



Kamiko and Sue share a look and then a shrug. “I’ve never thought about it honestly,” said Sue, “I would 

assume it’d have to. I’m not sure if you’d need it to be part of the ingredients or if you could add it in... 

but it’d make sense?” 

“Yup, I’m with Sue. I never thought about it either... demonic energy is just part of everything here. I 

don’t know if this food is good or bad or what really. Well, no I really like my parents cooking but I don’t 

know if higher energy is the reason for that,” added Kamiko. 

Chapter 766 When You’re On Vacation 

“Do you guys ever go on vacation?” asked ‘Lily’ “I know Kat doesn’t unless you count school trips she 

hasn’t ever been on any herself. Well, Contracts excluded of course,” 

“Why don’t you share your own experiences first,” said Sue as she put a forkful of pancakes in her 

mouth, making sure to eat it as seductively as possible. Pushing the fork deep into her mouth, letting a 

little trickle of syrup run down her mouth, pushing her chest out as she did. The works really. 

Lily rolled her head, seeing as her eyes weren’t really built for it anymore, “Fine. I haven’t really gone 

anywhere recently because while my family isn’t bad off, we aren’t super rich either. You remember 

that story from my confession? Well, after the drama with Stella I had to leave school, and there was 

only one in that town. So we had to get up and move somewhere completely different. 

“Buying a house, even when you have one to sell, isn’t exactly cheap. We only used to have a holiday 

every second year. Well, my parents would go more often. They had a system where they’d take there 

own holiday together one year, than the next year they’d take me someplace. Their holidays tended to 

only be half the time. Still, it meant nobody, not even they, got a vacation since I moved to Kat’s town. 

“Before that though... we went a few places. I’m told when I was very young we all went over to Europe 

to visit my grandparents but I don’t remember that trip. The first I remember was a trip to Dalas Texas 

that was actually a business trip for Dad I was dragged along for. I was six at the time. 

“When I was eight we went camping in the woods like half a days drive out of town. It was... alright? I 

don’t remember it all that well and I didn’t enjoy it but Stella was there as well and this was back when 

she was still nice to me so I enjoyed that part at least. 

“When I was ten we went to Hawaii which... huh I guess probably doesn’t mean anything to you girls 

does it?” said ‘Lily’ trailing off as she realised just listing destinations probably wasn’t doing anything. 

 “We actually get a fair bit of context from that,” said Sue after a few moments when it was clear Kamiko 

was off in jelly land. “Because you are talking about it as a holiday destination we get a sort of sense for 

the place. Europe, whatever that was, was too vague but you didn’t remember it so whatever. Camping 

is universal enough that we did hear that. Dalas we didn’t get too much for. Just ‘capital city’ more or 

less. Hawaii sounded a lot like ‘beach island’ but not much more than that,” 

“Honestly that sums it up really,” said ‘Lily’ “Hawaii is a small collection of volcanic islands famous for 

their good weather and beaches. We did a lot of swimming, I spent as much time in the shade as 

possible to avoid getting sunburns. My mother, against her better judgement, tried to get a turn and 

ended up looking like a cherry. That also killed a couple of activities lined up for the last few days 

because she was in too much pain to move. My parents were not happy that I was glad of that fact. I 



didn’t really understand how much pain she was in, and liked the fact we could stay inside because of 

it.” 

“Um, after that when I was twelve Dad insisted on doing something indoors. He lost the argument and 

we ended up on a cruise ship. It didn’t have a library so I spent most of my time on the ship 

exceptionally bored, and watching shows. The weather was also horrible, so bad we only managed to 

stop over at one planned port so I didn’t really get much enjoyment out of that one. 

“When I was fourteen they asked me where I wanted to go. Apparently ‘the library’ was not an 

acceptable answer so we went snow skiing at Whistler. Which... I guess means nothing again. It’s just a 

mountain covered in snow really. That was the last holiday I went on. Well, if you don’t count 

occasionally visiting family but I don’t,” 

“Yeah I wouldn’t count that either,” said Sue. “Honestly... vacations are both quite easy and quite hard. 

The issue is that the lines between ‘vacation’ and ‘cool weekend event’ get sort of blurred when you 

have no travel time. Just as an example, my parents took me to an ice skating rink multiple times 

growing up and it’s a hobby I’m still interested in when I have the time. Most of those trips were full 

weekend trips and we’d stay at the hotel next to it sometimes to make it an experience, but we didn’t 

NEED to and we didn’t really do anything except skate. 

“Does that count as a vacation? What about the times we just made a day of it? Because that’s 

something I did a few times. Both of my parents can skate quite well, and they learnt to do a few 

routines together mostly for fun. Entered some amateur contests as well just for kicks. Never won any 

apparently, but they were still quite proud of their skills,” 

[I’m not sure. Sue brings up a good point of what ‘counts’ exactly. I mean, if you take a weekend away it 

IS a vacation normally or it has that feel... but with teleportation it feels a lot more like going down to 

the local bowling alley or something instead of a proper vacation,] 

*It does certainly blur the lines a bit. Then again, considering ‘work’ for a lot of demons is getting called 

away to exceptionally exotic locals heading down to the beach, or the Lust centre beach room, feels like 

a great way to unwind. I guess it depends on what they think.* 

“Between the two of us we basically come to the conclusion it counts if YOU think it does,” said Kat. 

“In that case, the ice skating at least, probably doesn’t count after the first few times. When I started... 

well I don’t really remember it I’ve been doing it so long but I’m certain it would have been new and 

interesting but afterwards I’d call it more of a hobby,” said Sue. “Hmmm... while I try to work out what 

WOULD count, Kamiko how about you?” 

Kamiko turned to Sue in response to being addressed and let her mind catch up for a few moments 

before saying, “Eeeeh. Not really. I mean, yes but no? Hmm... how to explain this. It wasn’t and I guess 

still isn’t uncommon for Mum or Dad to take time off and do things with all of the younger members of 

the family. If we were lucky Elmony would join in, and the triplets were basically always involved. Aslena 

and myself are of course the babies of the family and were dragged wherever. 

“But it was more a day or two here and there. If it’s not for the big once a decade family reunion what’s 

much more likely to happen is that Mum and Dad will both take a day off and ask us as a group what we 



want to do. If we don’t reach a consensus it’ll default to Aslena or I, whichever picked last, with the 

semi-regular input from the triplets and very rare suggestions from the others,” 

“Though Dad was banned from picking places after... ‘the incident’ but we don’t talk about that,” 

Kamiko very pointedly went back to her meal. The silence lasted a full thirty seconds before Sue spoke 

up. 

“Kami you got to tell us. I can make this bad by pressing on you, thinking up increasingly raunchy 

situations you all might have been involved in if you want... or you can just tell us what it was,” offered 

Sue. 

Kamiko sighed, weighing her chances and finding them to be poor. Sue would start, Kat would default to 

Lily who was always interested in learning more. There was no escape unless she wanted to run through 

the door but Kat was closer to it an would be able to catch up anyway with the delay opening the door 

would cause. Letting out a long sigh Kamiko decided to make very light on the details. 

“Fine. You guys win this, but I won’t be going into specifics. Dad booked us a stay at this hotel/café place 

and we were willing to go along with it. We were also told that it was ‘pyjamas only’ which got the 

triplets a little disturbed for reasons I only understood recently, but Dad assured us it was ‘family 

friendly’ which... yes I guess it was but more like ‘for little children’ then that it is actually fun for a family 

to do all together. 

“Sue... I want you to picture your uptight Grandma swallowed a bunch of pink lace and vomited it over a 

hotel. That’s basically what it was. Everything was fluffy and pink. Which doesn’t necessarily sound 

horrible... until you realise your hair blends into the walls. Nobody else is older than like five if they 

aren’t a parent and most of the events are catered towards this. Additionally, pyjamas for the next few 

days are included as part of the package. So Dad picked them all out. I have never been more 

embarrassed by pink, or just in general, in my life.” 

Chapter 767 Where do You Want to Go 

“I dunno, that place sounds like a hilarious way to spend the weekend with a few of my other friends. 

They’d be all for it, I’d let them get ready, and then drop the fact they need family friendly outfits like, 

the morning off. Just a casual ‘oh by the way, there will be kids around so make sure what you packed is 

appropriate’ and the look on their faces. It’d be brilliant!” sniggered Sue. 

“Eh... it was decently expensive so I’m not totally sure it would make for a good prank. I do also think, as 

I try to push it out of my mind again, that they had signs advertising for their adult branch of the 

company as well,” said Kamiko. 

“Even better,” said Sue with a grin. “While it would make a good prank, if they have a proper adult 

version of the hotel it could be a really cool place to organise our next meetup. It might also be a good 

way to confirm which of them are bi,” 

“Why?” asked Kat.  

Sue turned to Kat somewhat shocked by the interjection. “Oh, right. Um... so it was a running gag that 

multiple members of my group of... I’m just gonna say friends, you both know what I mean at this point. 



The running gag was that more than half of them, which half exactly changes, but more than half are 

lesbians just trying to hang around good looking girls and making up stories for it. 

“Of course, the fact we can’t lie makes things harder, but with some creativity it’s not too hard to get 

around that. Either by reading smut or something, so you can say that was what you were doing, or 

maybe just being careful with what you say. Now, I don’t think that’s true personally. You can tell when 

someone is attracted to you. It’s not hard, and a skill everyone in that group has cultivated. 

“Like, I can always tell when Lily’s looking at me. Not because I’m paying that much attention, but 

because I know she finds me attractive and I can sort of feel that gaze. I’m probably just noticing on a 

subconscious level, but it does work fairly consistently. It’s part of why it’s so easy for me to believe Kat 

doesn’t find anyone, or at least, not women attractive. 

..... 

“So I feel like someone would have worked it out amongst the group if any of them were just lesbians. 

However... I do think there are a couple of bi girls in the group. They just throw themselves into the 

stories so their eyes glaze over a bit, they make it less obvious. If I was able to get convince everyone to 

show up practically naked, I just gotta check for anyone drooling,” explained Sue. 

“Is that sort of thing really all that interesting?” asked Kamiko. 

Sue took a quick bite from her pancake stack before answering, “I mean... I guess not? I’m not even 

terribly sure it’s something I should be doing with a friend but it IS something we do anyway. Trying to 

dig into each other’s secrets all the time. It’s probably pretty toxic all things considered. It’s why I don’t 

consider them proper friends despite knowing them longer. 

“I know where I stand with them, and it ain’t exactly very high. We get together because of a single 

common interest. We’re a lot more like a smut book club than a group of friends. We all know why 

we’re there. To hear other people’s sex stories, to brag about how ours are better, and to forget the fact 

that we don’t really have any other friends,” 

“Is... is that really true? For either yourself or the rest of them?” asked Kat. 

“Yeah I guess so?” said Sue somewhat unsure. “It goes back to school. Not all of them are Succubi, or 

even most of them. We didn’t manage to become the hot cheerleaders, we were the weird hot girls. A 

lot of that for me at least came from rumours about my parents, which were mostly true, and the staff 

all being relatives of miners as well meant that they also knew most of the rumours were true. It makes 

it a lot harder to stop them. 

“Well, that’s if the teachers wanted to. My parents are not well liked. The issue is they’re both really 

good at their jobs, though I’ll forever wonder how my mother manages. I think she MUST have a cloning 

ability but I’ve never seen it and she’ll deny it when asked. But yeah, problem is they are really efficient 

with their work, are great as a team, and very happily married. I guess you haven’t really seen the more 

typical things but a lot of demons have kids before marriage, because that’s a big commitment. 

“They just agree to live together for a few centuries, and sometimes I kid comes out of it. Sexual 

protection isn’t really a big thing with demons. Those sorts of diseases are very hard for us to catch or 

transfer, even if they aren’t Succubi. Kids also aren’t that common for other demonic types. So they’ll 



sleep together, sometimes often, and eventually a kid comes about straining there already strained 

relationship, because if they haven’t married yet after three hundred years of living together, chances 

aren’t that hard. 

“So my parents deal with a lot of jealousy that the kids pick up on. I mean, most of the people who like 

my parents are those that they’ve worked with for a long time and have kids that graduated a long time 

ago. So it’s the ‘younger’ ones that have a problem. They keep spinning their wheels without finding a 

place to belong,” said Sue. 

“Why not just keep doing Contracts?” asked Kat, “I mean, it sounds like more demons could solve their 

problems by just doing them,” 

“Honestly Kat, you seem to get a lot of good Contracts. When you start to stagnate, or lack any 

particularly interesting skills, you start to build up a lot of shitty Contracts. I mean, I make fun of my 

Grandparents for working at Sloth in jobs they hate but remember, my parents work there as well. My 

parents do it for consistent income in a job where they can work together. They ‘enjoy’ it plenty. They 

also say they’ve done their due diligence with Contracts.” 

“Fair enough,” said Kat before taking a sip of water. 

Everyone went back to their meals for a bit before Lily noticed, “Hey Sue. You didn’t really speak on the 

vacation stuff. How about I change it around. Where would you LIKE to go for vacation,” 

“Ooh, I actually do have place that would be lovely,” said Sue, “It was a cultivation world, which is a little 

eh, but I was summoned to this really interesting city. It’s one a place called, ‘The Mountain that faces 

the Sun’ and while it does have a day night cycle, it’s never cold where the city is. It’s like... 80% up the 

mountain, right before it starts getting cool. They have a bunch of beautiful clear rivers that run through 

the city, 

“Just imagine it, looking out of this vast valley from high up on a mountain, lounging in the river while 

most people walk around half naked. Wearing shirts is very optional in this town. I was there... why was 

I there? Hmm... I can’t remember what I’d been contracted out to do, it really wasn’t important. What 

was important that hunks walked around everywhere without shirts, you could float down the river all 

day, the food was excellent, not top tier, but for the price it absolutely was. I only had to seduce a few 

people for enough money to last me like a week in that place. Well, I dunno what lodging costs were. 

Obviously,” 

Kamiko coughed and looked away pointedly. Kat was confused, along with Lily but Sue’s eyes gleamed. 

“It seems like somebody else is interested in a slice of paradise. Guess that means you both have to 

come up with your answers while Kami tries to come up with a better place than mine,” 

Kamiko very pointedly did not confirm or deny Sue’s suspicions. ‘Lily’ though, had an answer, “I’d like to 

find a massive library, or a library world. Not sure if they exist, but I have to imagine they do. I’d love to 

just spend a week reading books but even if I didn’t get to touch one I’d go for the atmosphere alone. I 

can’t imagine the sort of crazy things possible with magic and I really want to see a magic library at least 

once,” 

Sue nodded with Kamiko before the taller of the two pointedly looked at Kat who shrugged, “Look, I 

don’t really have any plans for vacations. They were never on the cards and I never had a real interest in 



them. If you want me to be honest as my demonic nature sort of compels, the only answer I can give is 

‘a magic library’ because I’d take Lily there,” 

Kamiko let out a sigh while Sue pretended to gag, “Look Kat, that’s sickeningly sweet, but you need a 

couple of opinions of your own,” 

“I have them...” said Kat even though she was slightly surprised she was allowed to say it, “they just 

aren’t that strong and my desire to make Lily happy and snuggle with her are much stronger than most 

of my others.” 

Chapter 768 You Cannot Escape Monopoly 

There was some minor admonishment of Kat’s supposedly lacking choice in holiday destinations. Even 

Lily, who did think it was quite sweet, jumped in because while sweet it was MORE important Kat had 

her own preferences. Kat of course fired back with the fact she didn’t need to go anywhere at all to 

enjoy life made the others pout wonderfully. Throwing out accusations of Kat’s supposed monk-hood. 

That pretty much continued until breakfast was over and then Kamiko pulled out a game box for demon 

monopoly. Even if it was a bit different to Earth rules, it was interesting to see the game was so prolific. 

The demonic version had a few different changes, the most obvious being the fact the game board was 

twice the size, with a ‘pit stop’ section halfway through that topped up your money just like go. Kat 

wasn’t sure what to make of the fact there was still the one Go-To-Jail square, which was ‘Punishment’ 

instead.  

When the markers came up Lily instantly snagged the Memphis piece. Kamiko laughed at that and 

reached out for another piece before flinching back, presumably to let everyone pick before herself but 

Sue and Kat decided otherwise. Kamiko picked the sword piece for herself and Sue picked the bikini 

bottom. It wasn’t a surprise she chose that one, though Kat was a bit shocked it was included the board 

games options at all. A quick glance at the box did not reveal an age rating on the game. 

Kat looked over the remaining pieces, there was a cake, a mirror, a sack of money and a fake emerald, or 

at least, she thought it was fake. It was as she was looking them over a second time she realised what 

they all meant and frowned a second time, before glancing at the sword Kamiko had chosen, and 

deciding she was being silly. Kat chose the emerald for her piece and placed it at the starting line and 

they were off. 

They spent the rest of the day playing Monopoly, with only a short break for lunch. Sue managed to get 

really luck at the start, or perhaps everyone else was unlucky, never managing to land on all that many 

properties at all. Sue managed to spend most of her funds buying her way across the board and getting 

ahead that way. 

That was until a couple of rounds later she took a big hit to the wallet from a community chess card, 

forcing her to play on the back foot with basically nothing for a few more turns. Everyone else started to 

build up there business over the course of an hour or so of gameplay, slowly letting there influence 

creep over the board. Kat found herself grinning quite often, even as everyone else looked at her like 

she was crazy. 

Due to Lily’s lack of hands, Kat needed to roll the dice in her place. Somehow, Lily got most of the ‘good’ 

roles and community chess cards. Despite this, Kat was grinning because Lily kept giving her good deals 



on property. At the 2 and a half hour mark it was really clear that Kat and Lily had managed to gang up. 

Well, Sue said, “Of course you realise this MEANS WAR!” 

..... 

And the game became much more of a 2v2 fight rather than a free-for-all. Sue even offered Kamiko a 

free pass across her properties before Kamiko put her foot down and said, “No. While I’m not going to 

say anything against teaming up because it’s basically already happened, I don’t want to complete 

ignore them. We’ll still be paying, and we can just trade back and forth if we want, but doing it this way 

opens up the chance for betrayal. Keeps things interesting,” 

Kamiko’s subtle hint of betrayal didn’t really amount to anything though. Kat and Lily could hear each 

other’s thoughts and while Kat could hide them, she couldn’t give any false thoughts to Lily. So they just 

kept the link open. Kamiko and Sue had some close calls before the bailed each other out a few times 

but seeing the pair of girlfriends not even blink at trading half of their money away for one of their single 

properties a few times it became clear that they weren’t going to do anything. 

The game really started to drag after that. There was one property on the board, a yellow one, that kept 

getting PASSED OVER EVERY DAMN TIME, but otherwise the board had been bought out. Nobody had a 

solid lead on the railroads, though in this case they were called ‘Teleportation Junctions’ instead. Lily 

owned all of team lesbian’s copies, but Sue and Kamiko had them split between each other. 

The only interesting thing was that Kat had tried to give away most of her stuff in the mid game to Lily, 

but the girlfriend team had realised that while as long as one of them had the stuff it was mostly fine, 

having basically nothing meant Lily was constantly giving Kat money so it was easier to hand over a few 

properties, a good chunk of which were Kat’s originally anyway, so that the Succubus had some passive 

income. 

In the end. It was late in the evening when Sue needed to leave and nobody was really winning. Kat had 

the least money, to nobody’s surprise, and Lily had the most. As a team though, it was about equal to 

Kamiko and Sue who had a much more even distribution of wealth. In the end, it was decided that, while 

interesting, next time they were playing with the timer on. How long, they couldn’t quite agree on, but a 

timer was a MUST. 

Still, it was time to go there mostly separate ways. Kamiko gave everyone a hug, Sue gave everyone a 

kiss on the cheek, though she was a little close to the lips, and was not afraid to give Kamiko’s cheek a 

bit of a lick, prompted a blush from the girl I question. When she moved in to likely do the same Kat, Lily 

had just stared back at Sue. Kat could tell there was only amusement in the gaze, but having two slitted 

eyes bore into your soul was apparently enough for Sue to leave it at a quick peck. Well, that or she was 

respecting Lily’s territory anyway. Lily did get her own peck though, so Kat wasn’t totally sure either 

way. 

“I had a great time. We need to do this again!” cheered Kat, with Lily echoing the sentiment. 

“Yeah, Kat’s going for the money shot there,” said Sue with a wink, “I had a wonderful time and even if 

we should really play a different board game next time,” 

Kamiko nodded and gave them both another hug before everyone headed for the front door. None of 

Kamiko’s family showed up, or at least none of them were visibly around. Kat was certain she could feel 



someone looking and most of the inhabitants were powerful enough that she was sure they could run 

out of her sight when she glanced around a few times if they wanted. 

There was a third and final round of hugs before the three girls were engulfed in flames and the 

transport started. *Well that was nice. What did you think of it?* 

[It... it was actually a little weird.] 

*How so?* 

[This is going to sound horrible but... I don’t think I remembered what it was like to have friends. What 

we had even before we were dating wasn’t all that typical. We spent all our free time together and 

really looking back on it, only the fact we weren’t making out prevented us from classing it as dating. 

And... and even if that’s a bit of an exaggeration the dynamic here was completely different.] 

[As friendly as we were with each other, I have had a massive crush on you the entire time. I was forever 

fighting against my instincts to make out with you and just pretend to be normal, at the same time as 

my heart was soaring from spending time together. Honestly, the fact I nobody really noticed is a shock.] 

[Here though. There’s no expectations. I know Sue and Kamiko are straight, and even if they weren’t 

they know we are together and I trust them not to come between us like that. I feel basically nothing 

when I look at Kamiko. She’s very petite and her baggy clothes hid like everything. She also has a bit of a 

baby face. Sue though, goes in the other direction. She’s all out there all the time, and sure that’s kinda 

hot the first time. And the second time. But pretty quickly it just sorta fades into ‘yup that’s what Sue’s 

up to’ and it can still be embarrassing but it really doesn’t do much for me either.] 

[Though I do wonder if I’m only like that because I’m with you. She’s a hot demon babe and I feel like I 

should be looking a bit more even if I know she’s straight. Maybe it’s because she became a friend 

quickly? I really don’t have experience with this. Stella’s groupies weren’t Sue levels of attractiveness, 

and I really only had eyes for Stella at the time. I mean, I know I’ve had stronger reactions to girls at 

school, as much as I tried to hide those. It just makes me wonder.] 

Chapter 769 A Surprise to Be sure 

Lily had given Kat a few things to think about. When they arrived back in Kat’s room, she noticed the 

time and carefully put Lily down on the bed. She was going to follow up and ask if Lily required any food 

but her girlfriend was already sleeping peacefully. It wasn’t exactly a major surprise, Lily had stayed 

awake the entire Monopoly match and that had clearly worn on her. So Kat hopped into bed, and pulled 

Lily against her body. 

The next day was nothing remarkable. They got up, Lily devoured some food, and then did some 

reading. The pattern would repeat itself throughout the day, with some sleep thrown in on Lily’s end. As 

the sun set though, Kat noticed Lily was starting to get a little agitated. Kat tried petting her girlfriend 

but it wasn’t really helping. She let it go for the moment, and eventually went to sleep together. The 

next morning Lily tore through her food, and a second helping. She still clearly wasn’t feeling well and 

Kat gave her a mental prod about it that was soundly ignored. 

It was after lunch that Kat decided to properly confront Lily about it. [Lily are you ok? You’ve been off 

since yesterday and I’m starting to get a bit worried.] 



*I’m fine.* Was what Lily sent through the link. The words didn’t match the feelings around them. It was 

like Lily was simmering, her background thoughts had an undercurrent of energy and Lily seemed to 

be... charged. It was perhaps an odd statement to make, but there was no better word. She didn’t really 

seem angry, and her. Short fuse seemed closer to the truth, but also not quite right. 

[Lily, normally I wouldn’t press but with the transformation I am concerned. Do we need to message 

Nira?] 

..... 

Lily was about to snap back with an ‘I’m fine’ when she realised something WAS most certainly wrong. 

She was so close to snapping at Kat. Something that was completely unthinkable to her under normal 

circumstances. Lily wasn’t entirely sure how healthy that notion was, but she at least new it to be the 

truth. She was not blind to that particular fault and she didn’t really want to correct it either. 

Lily pondered what to do, and reached out to that feeling only to be shocked back. Lily frowned and 

pressed down on the feeling. It felt like pushing on a water balloon from the bottom. Her mental fingers 

sinking in but being forced back because of the weight of the water. If that water weighed a few 

kilograms. 

Lily mentally glared at the feeling. It was separate from her. It was not her. It was the reason she nearly 

snapped at Kat, and suddenly Lily did feel a bit of anger. If she was in her right mind, she’d realise that it 

was still that feeling over charge and overfullness yet hunger that was pushing her, but now she had 

anger she could accept. Anger she could direct. 

Lily’s mind slammed into the energy, trying not to push but to rupture. There was a single moment of 

time that stretched out, Lily could feel the slightest hint of regret for this course of action before she 

was pushed back. The sparks washed out into her mind, the bubble bursting but not as she wanted. The 

power flowed through her body, feeling like she’d just connected herself to a power socket. 

Lily hissed and tried to press it done but it was too much and then suddenly she felt herself expanding. 

There was an instant of transition where she was nothing, and then Lily was in her body. Her fulling 

human body. Curled up against Kat. Lily grinned. She could feel Kat’s mind properly again, and the 

concern there was turning into shock. Lily wanted to turn it into something else again. 

She leapt forward, capturing Kat’s mouth with her own, ignoring the slight tingling from the whiskers 

she now had and decided she was NOT pleased with being unable to do this for so long. Granted, it was 

supposed to take longer but she’d had enough. Lily still didn’t know how to kiss properly, but she was 

certainly willing to make up for that lack of knowledge with enthusiasm as she pushed her tongue into 

Kat’s mouth in an effort to reach her girlfriends tonsils. 

She could feel Kat tense underneath her for a second before relaxing and winding a tail around her 

body. Lily enjoyed the sensation of running her tongue around Kat’s mouth. There wasn’t really a fight 

of the tongues or technique involved. Lily just tried her best to cover as much ground as possible. 

Eventually though, Lily found she needed to breath. The emotional part of her brain was rebelling 

against the idea of breaking the kiss, but the necessity of air won out quickly. When Lily pulled away, she 

could still sort of taste Kat. It was an odd thing, sweet with a smoky undertone and a hint of a final piece 



that was distinctly Kat and defied such simple categorisation. Lily sucked in as much breath as she could, 

before Kat went to say something only to find her lips stolen again.  

Lily could feel Kat’s dry amusement through the link. Lily wanted to pout a bit about that. She felt like 

she was almost burning alive. Her heat beating out of her chest. Her new tail, not that she was paying 

attention at all, was doing its best to snake around Kat’s waist and pull them even tighter together. Lily 

shifted herself slightly on top of Kat only to feel the brush of Kat’s kimono against her skin in several, 

very naughty places. 

That was where Lily’s rational mind starting screaming COD RED at her. Jolting back somewhat, and 

failing because of two tails binding them together, causing Lily to snap back, pressing their chests 

together, her face burned no longer with passion, but embarrassment. I’m so sorry. 

[What are you apologising for? That was very nice. A surprise, but the shock comes mostly because of 

your humanoid form showing up, not the fact you kissed me as soon as I could] Lily could FEEL Kat 

intentionally playing dumb to her plight. Kat might have been a little behind on romantic etiquette but 

she wasn’t quite so blind as to miss the fact her girlfriend was straddling her while naked, even if that 

hadn’t quite been the intention of Lily at the time. Better to just play dumb. 

Lily rolled off her girlfriend, this time the tails letting her go. Her own no longer keeping her bound, 

though she felt a hollow lump in her chest as soon as she was no longer in contact with Kat. The ears on 

her head drooping adorably without her knowledge. Lily quickly bundled herself under Kat’s sheets, 

covering herself as best she could. “Um... eh... um...” 

Kat just grinned at the flustered Lily and started to pat her head, even giving a few scratches behind 

Lily’s ears. As soon as Kat’s fingers started working their way through her hair, Lily felt herself collapsing 

boneless back onto Kat’s leg and letting out a loud, even for her increased size, purr that seemed to 

rattle her bones slightly. Lily paid it no mind. There was on scritches. Nothing else mattered. 

Kat’s amusement shone like a lighthouse on a dark night as it barrelled down the link. Even in human 

form, Lily was exceptionally weak to this kind of care. She may have got her human form back, but she 

was still plenty enough cat for it to cause a few changes. Her eyes only barely open Lily’s head lolled to 

the side to rest against Kat’s warm stomach. Lily wanted to just curl up against Kat and sleep again. Only 

the small voice in her mind pointing out she’d be clinging to her girlfriend, still very naked, stop her. It 

was a near thing though. The voice was in fact very tiny. 

As the petting continued, the more rational part of Lily’s mind wanted to ask about important things like 

clothes, and if she had to visit her parents or not. Perhaps also the question of if Kat thought this was 

inappropriate at all. It didn’t matter though. The scritches were more powerful. It was relaxing. Nothing 

else really mattered. 

Lily just purred and buried herself deeper into Kat’s stomach, taking in as much scent as she could and 

marking herself with it as well as Kat with her own. She didn’t consciously realise she was doing this, and 

only the slight touch of mana in the action, something Lily would be chasing after for some time 

afterwards, actually allowed the action to have any effect at all on the Succubus. It was subtle, but now 

others, or at least otherwise with enhanced senses would know clearly. She was Kat’s, and Kat was hers. 

There would be no chance for others whatever they might say. 



Chapter 770 Putting On Clothes 

Eventually, quite some time later, Kat decided to let up a little on her girlfriend. The purring from Lily 

continued for a while, and she snuggled into Kat, wrapping her arms around her girlfriend the best she 

could. Her tail tracing circles in the air behind her as her ears flicked around, looking for any sound that 

might indicate why she was no longer getting scratches. 

“You feeling better now?” asked Kat. 

Lily’s ears twitched as her thoughts started to move towards cohesion. Kat sounded strange, or perhaps, 

not strange but so very similar to when she was a Memphis. It was hard to appreciate just how different 

and improved her hearing was as a cat. It didn’t sink in properly till she was back in her humanoid form, 

cat ears and all, and she could still hear so well. So much. 

*Oh right. Kat asked a question.* Lily felt around herself and that ball of energy was there... but it felt a 

lot more like it was HER ball of energy. She could also somehow tell it was more of a mental switch. 

Pressing on it again would make her a Memphis again. “Yes... yes I am. I think... it’s weird but I have 

another source of energy. I’m not sure if it’s actually mana or not, but if I... poke it? Mentally? No not 

quite... if I shove it mentally I think I’ll swap forms. 

“I’m not exactly sure why that was making me agitated but it definitely is the root cause of the issue. I 

feel so much... calmer? Yes that works I suppose. Then again, I also really,” Lily made sure to purr out 

the word, “enjoyed those scratches. It is not a pleasure humans can properly experience. It’s so soft and 

wonderful. It makes it basically impossible to think. I just wonder if part of that is because I know it’s 

YOU or if anyone could do that to me... because I really hope it’s not the latter.” 

..... 

Kat nodded and let a small silence stretch about before asking, “So. You wanna talk about it?”  

“Talk about what?” asked Lily playing dumb. 

Kat looked rather pointedly at Lily, letting her gaze purposely wander downwards before Lily blushed 

and pulled the blankets up and over herself once again. “Fine. I guess we can... maybe talk about it. I 

just... I don’t know why I’m naked...” mumbled Lily. 

Kat sighed, “Lily. That’s a completely new body. It’s never had any clothes on it. What did you expect to 

happen? What I meant was, do you want to just borrow some of my stuff, or head over to your house 

and pick up some of your own clothes. Assuming they even fit,” 

Lily blushed slightly, as she kept herself covered but slid her way over to Kat, unwittingly draping herself 

over the demon and leaning heavily on Kat’s shoulder. Her instincts pushing her towards more complete 

contact. Her tail snaked around Kat’s leg and bound itself there as tightly as it could manage. Lily was 

instinctually trying to reassure herself of her safety. “I... I mean... I can just wear your clothes,” 

“Lily? Is there a reason you don’t want to just grab your own clothes?” asked Kat carefully knowing full 

well the answer was yes. 

“I... I just don’t want to bother my parents yet... I mean... I don’t know how much things really sunk in 

and I just...” Lily searched her mind for solutions. 



“You do know my stuff will be oversized right? I’m not entirely sure that I have pants that will fit you. 

You might have to pick like, the one dress I have or something,” said Kat in an attempt to get Lily to see 

reason. 

Sadly it had the opposite effect. Lily’s cat-like eyes, shining gold looked up at Kat and said, “I invoke my 

girlfriend privilege. I shall be stealing your oversized clothing and wearing it around the house,” 

Kat rolled her eyes but let the matter drop. Lily just snuggled back into Kat’s side causing her to roll her 

eyes again and make a show of pointing the closet. Lily huffed, but went over to it. She couldn’t help but 

take a proper look through things. Now that they were both together together, it was much less of an 

issue. Sure it wasn’t really one before, but it gave her ideas best pushed down. 

Lily glanced at Kat’s underwear first, spending much more time looking at them then was needed to 

determine none of it would fit. Lily might have gotten away with wearing one of Kat’s bras, and there 

was some temptation to just go for it, Kat didn’t exactly go for quality. Everything was as plain as 

possible and had been well worn at this point. Lily doubted any of them properly fit Kat still let alone 

one she’d be willing to wear. 

The bottoms were just as bad, if not worse. A lot of the elastic was clearly going, two had small holes in 

them, and Lily was just plain smaller in the ‘back’ then Kat was. Lily made up her mind right then and 

there to mention this fact to either Kamiko, Sue, or Vivian, likely all three, sometime soon. Kat might 

have a tail and wings, but that was a problem for shirts and some pants, not for undergarments. Well, 

maybe the wings, but Kat was sure Sue would know. Probably. Lily didn’t really want to consider the 

idea lingerie was Sue’s demonic attire. 

Of course, if Lily was thinking about it right now, she probably shouldn’t be throwing shade at Sue. She 

was standing completely naked, back to her girlfriend, tail constantly drawing attention to her rear. Not 

that it did much for Kat, who wasn’t even looking, but it was the principal of the thing. In the end, Lily 

tried one of the larger bottoms and just rolled the top down, tightening it slightly around her waist and 

preventing it from just falling off. Part of her was starting to rethink this series of actions, but Lily was 

certainly willing to take this chance to avoid talking to her parents a bit longer. 

Then onto clothing. Kat’s actual clothes were in... better shape. For a given definition of better. The 

damage was less noticeable certainly but not completely missing. Gramps probably forced Kat to get 

new outfits more often than underwear. He can’t complain it’s falling apart of he can’t see it and if I 

know Kat, I know she’d be downplaying the issue constantly. Lily first tried on the dress of Kat’s, but was 

instantly aware of a problem. 

The dress was quite decent on Kat. Lily’s overall smaller frame meant it was a moment away from sliding 

off her shoulders. The neckline was also quite reasonable. On Kat. A much taller individual. For Lily it was 

practically indecent. So off with the dress it was. Now Lily was looking instead for shirts, of the larger 

variety. They could substitute in a pinch. Glancing over Kat’s clothes once again, she picked a T-shirt that 

looked somewhat new and was definitely oversized. 

It fit well as a dress on Lily, who was doing some mental calculation. It was quite easy to work out, once 

she was thinking of it, that Kat had bought a new shirt and made it oversized even for herself. 

Something to grow into rather than something that fit properly. Lily felt she was just lucky the collar was 



so tight in the basic design. It made it perfectly reasonable on her, even if it was still clearly an oversized 

shirt. 

Lily hopped back onto the bed and Kat started running her hands gently through Lily’s new hair. It was 

very soft and easily slid through her fingers. It curled around somewhat but seemed to resist tangles, 

though time would tell just how true that idea was. “Do you want to talk about this Lily? While I know 

you’ve had some issues with your parents in the past, you had a good talk with your Mum last time. Do 

you really think it’ll be that different?” 

Lily sighed, leaning into Kat, her tail finding Kat’s allowing them to twirl together. “I don’t know Kat. I 

mean. I know it should be fine. Intellectually speaking, neither of them should have a problem at all. 

Mum even gave me permission! It’s just... I feel like this is going to be so much more REAL to them. I feel 

like they could accept things before because it was you, not me that had been changed. Now I’m 

definitely a cat person, well Memphis but they won’t know the difference. This will have forever put my 

onto a different path than they might have wished for me... and I don’t know what they are going to do 

about that, 

“I know I got lucky with parents when it comes to my sexuality. They’ve never made me feel like it was a 

bad thing, or that it was something to be ashamed of. Stella might have done enough for twenty people, 

but my parents. Not once. What worries me though, is how much of an issue they took with you, when 

you’d done nothing. I worry this is going to be, ‘what has Kat gotten you into’ instead of ‘I understand 

why you’d do this to yourself'” 

 


